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t has been a pleasure dealing with Jamie and Sian at
Campbells. Nothing was too much effort and the team
went over and above to ensure that my house sale was
stress free.

I can't recommend Campbells highly enough for
anyone looking to sell their home. Thank you
Campbells for all your sterling efforts.

NAME: PAULA, NN11 - 13th April 2023
ABOUT:  Jamie and Sian



The drive into the village alone is impressive and the
views are extremely appealing. If you have never
been to Flecknoe, we strongly recommend at least
driving through and having a look, it may not be on
your property search radar (yet) as properties are
rarely available for sale in the village. Converted in
1985 the property has been finished internally to a
high standard and has a neutral theme throughout.
It doesn't require any work (unless you want to have a
change of colour scheme to suit you.)  The barn was
extended in 2000, to give further downstairs living
space. Today it offers a wonderful kitchen/family
space with a vaulted ceiling and French doors to
outside. There's a separate dining room with a
feature, full length window allowing light to flood in
and a lovely size lounge with a cosy log burner and
parquet flooring. Also downstairs you'll find a
utility/boot room as well as downstairs loo. 

Three Bedroom Detached Barn Conversion For Sale in Flecknoe
Warwickshire.

Upstairs the main bedroom has a feature window as well as
several built in wardrobes. The second and third bedrooms are
both doubles. Bedroom two affords wonderful views to the front.
The four piece family bathroom has been replaced and has a
luxurious claw foot bath as well as a separate shower. The loft
space is used by the owners as a nursery and children's play room
which is great. It offers a variety of optional uses or, if it's not
something you need, it could just be used as a plain old attic
space! The current owners have landscaped the garden and
there's a patio for al-fresco dining as well as a lawn area. Behind
the garage there is a potential veg patch area and greenhouse to
grow your own produce. There's also a lovely secluded area to the
front where you can sit and have a glass of wine in the evening.
The double garage has been converted and is currently used as a
studio, again this offers a variety of uses or if you wish could easily
be converted back. The property sits in a courtyard of similar
character properties. There are parking spaces to the fore of the
double garage with other spaces available for visitors as well as
additional parking close by.

LOCATION

Flecknoe has no major transport routes
going through the village making it a very
quiet and peaceful place to live. It sits
approximately one mile from the A425
connecting Daventry to Southam so very
quiet, but not far from major road links. It
is a very picturesque village that sits on
top of a hill close to the Warwickshire and
Northamptonshire border and has a great
community spirit. It benefits from a local
public house 'The Old Olive Bush,' and a
great playing area for children as well as a
cricket pitch. The Grand Union Canal runs
next to the village making it an ideal
location for walks. 

"Situated amongst some of the most
beautiful homes in Warwickshire is
this stunning detached converted

barn, offering a peaceful countryside
lifestyle in the highly regarded village

of Flecknoe."

Council Tax: Band: F EPC: Rating E


